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Advocacy skills are crucial for folks with disabilities. Once Upon An Accommodation: A
Publication About Learning Disabilities tells the trip of Matt who is identified as having a LD,
learns to embrace it, finds he isn't by itself and learns what it means to advocate. It is ideal for
classrooms, doctor offices and community rooms. Combining humor, illustrations and a
workbook by the end, assists the book to come alive. This book is great for all ages-readers with
and without disabilities!
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Great resource! I purchased this for my kids who are in elementary college; you have a 504
strategy and the other has an IEP. The "what's not an accommodation" section was well worth
the price of the book. Sometimes fierce self-advocates just need to have an excellent laugh to
allow them to recharge their energy. It is educational and fun for parents AND children! This is
actually the first source I've noticed that is clearly a perfect fit for youthful kids. Probably Ideal
for kids ages 8-12, but can work for ANY age, as the name indicates. It is also a great publication
to explain to others exactly what it means to have an lodging. I know that easily experienced
funny about needing assistance in learning or working at employment, that this book would be
a help to me. A tender primer abut what it means and how it feels with an accommodation for
your disability Nina G has written a wonderful reserve about accommodations that some people
dependence on their disabilities.The illustrations by Mean Dave certainly are a real plus, bringing
humor throughout the book. Really helpful!" Simply purchased two! They enjoyed the
publication and Mean Dave’s illustrations so much which helped with what might have been an
awkward or uncomfortable conversation. Dr. Nina G gracefully embraces a subject still taboo in
the end these years: advocating and challenging accommodations in the classroom.I'd highly
recommend this publication. I loved the enthusiasm of the author and I recommend this
publication to a person with school age children are who are normally nervous or shy with
regards to individuals who look or audio different. I was looking for guidance on how my
daughter could approach and connect to children at her college and this publication provided
wonderful insights and anecdotes. You can't help but feel more connected with everyone after
reading this book. Great for the classroom! After reading the reserve and performing the
workbook exercises my college students have gained a lot more self-confidence and
willingness to go over their disabilities and so are ready to face up to the challenges of middle
college. I recommend it for teachers, parents and students alike. A wonderful, poinent starter
book for those searching for insight or help in navigating these resourceful waters. A+! As a kid
therapist AND a mother or father, I say "Yeah! I will get this to part of my curriculum I used this
reserve and the online workbook with my 5the grade special education resource class to help
them learn to advocate for themselves. This book does a great job explaining a possibly difficult
topic to kids, while maintaining humor for parents! A few of my favorite lines "Therefore an
accomodation doesn't imply that you get something more, it just enables you to show what you
already know or can perform," and "You hardly ever know who may have a disability because
many disabilities you can't see. It inspires self-belief and hope." I borrowed somebody else's
duplicate, and my very next client (a shy woman who doesn't frequently speak) immediately
grabbed the book with pleasure as I discussed the reserve with her mother. I've worked in
nonprofit and university configurations on plan and curriculum development to support high
school changeover for learners with disabilities. WARNING: There can be one illustration that
includes a blind person farting on a bully. I personally find it HYSTERICAL and feel my child
clients will like the potty humor. I highly recommend this book to therapists, teachers, and
parents! I'm going to be buying more just so I have a few to share with other kids and families.
requires the mystery out of disabilities The story of Matt is told in keeping sense language
which makes his experience easily identifiable. It's nearly like becoming in a secret club. Matt's
tale explains feelings and specifics. In other words, the author will take the mystery out of
coping with disabilities. It's all only a part of human being diversity. I love this book. I
recommend this book all the time for students who need learning supports in school. It uses
accessible vocabulary and not only clarifies the how and just why of getting accommodations in
college, but it also does it in a way that helps kids to comprehend that learning disabilities and



learning variations aren't negative or shameful. Amazing Resource! I've used this publication
with my own child in assisting him to advocate for himself and it's a favorite in my
neurodiversity financing library for parents, teachers and learners.
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